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Step 1 Navigation
Patient records
that are submitted
via different
sources are
automatically
consolidated by the
MIIS to provide one
source for each
patient’s
immunizations
history. However
there are some
instances where
the MIIS cannot
determine if
records should or
should not be
merged. These
records are placed
in the Patient
Deduplication
queue for manual
review by the
reporting provider.
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There are 4 ways to access the Patient Deduplication Queue:

 Log in to the MIIS.
 If there are patients in the queue they will appear on the homepage under

Take Action click Review Duplicate Patients link to be brought to the
queue.

 Log into the MIIS
 Hover over PATIENTS

in the navigation menu.

 Select Patient Deduplication

from the drop down.

Actively managing patients will ensure the most accurate
representation of your patient population when running reports.

 Click on PATIENTS from the Menu.

Monitoring the
Take Action on the
MIIS home page will
 On the Patients landing page, click on the PATIENT DEDUPLICATION

provide a quick view of

button.

how many patients are
in your patient
deduplication queue for

review.
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 When entering a patient

record that has been flagged
as a potential duplicate, the
MIIS will display a pop-up
letting you know there are
possible matches for the
record.
 There will also be a Resolve

Duplicate Patient link that will
display on the patient record
until it has been resolved.

Actively managing patients will provide the most comprehensive data
for clinical decision support.

Step 2 Duplicate Patient Queue
 If more than one patient record potentially exist for the same patient, the patient(s) will appear on the

Duplicate Patients Queue.
 It is recommended that this queue be monitored by your practice regularly in order to ensure patient

records are being merged if needed.
 To resolve a potential duplicate, click the Resolve link in the Action column.

 If the patient record is identified by

the system as having more than
one possible duplicate patient
record the user must select the
record you want to compare and
resolve with the ‘System suggested
record’ by clicking on the 'Resolve'
hyperlink.
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Step 2 Review and Resolve Duplicates
 The review and resolve duplicates screen will present you with both records that the MIIS has identified

as possible duplicates.
 The first column is the system suggested record. This displays what the MIIS considers the most

complete record. However you have the ability to pick and choose elements to keep from both records
by selecting from the System suggested record or Possible duplicate record below.
 For example, the patient name Mouse, Minkey D is incorrect, the correct name is Mouse, Minnie

Daisy. If it has been determined by your practice that these two records are the same patient,
you should select the correct name by clicking the radio button next to Mouse, Minnie Daisy.

 You can also review the immunizations for each record to assist you with determining if the records are

for the same patient. Click on the Show/Hide Immunization bar to display the immunizations.

If you are unsure if two records are for the same patient it is
recommended that you do not merge the records.
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Step 2 Review and Resolve Duplicates continued...
 The immunizations for both records are now displayed in the details below. If there are no immunizations

for a record, the details below will be blank.

 There are 3 possible actions to take on this screen:
 Merge- If you determine that the two records are for the same patient, choose the option buttons

to the right of the data fields to select the individual data elements that you want to keep in the
single record and click Merge.

 Not a Match– If you determine that the two records are different patients and should be kept

separate, click Not a Match.

 Return to Queue—If you do not wish to take action at this time, click Return to Queue link.

When selecting Not a Match that set of records be removed from your
deduplication queue. It is possible that another record could come in that
may be a potential duplicate to a previously reviewed record and will
reappear back on the deduplication queue for review.
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Step 3 Confirmation
 If you click Merge, the MIIS will display a

confirmation pop up. Click OK to confirm that
the two records should be merged. Or click
Cancel to go back to the Review and
Resolve Duplicate page to make a different
selection.

Consolidated patient records allow providers to obtain immunization
information for your patients you might be missing.
 Clicking Ok on the confirmation pop up will merge the two records together

and consolidate the patients immunization records. The system will bring
you to the newly consolidate record. To exit the record, click the Close link.

In the event two
records have been
merged in error,
please contact the
MIIS Helpdesk
617-983-4335
immediately.
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